United Structures of America

IS A PREMIER DESIGNER & MANUFACTURER
OF METAL BUILDINGS.
Since 1980, our reputation has been built on a solid foundation of integrity,
quality products, and strong relationships with our customers.

About USA
UNITED STRUCTURES OF AMERICA, INC.
WAS FOUNDED IN HOUSTON, TEXAS IN 1980.
We are a privately held company managed by a second generation of engineers and fabricators. Our size and
staff is large enough to handle the most complex of projects, yet nimble enough to provide personalized service to
each of our clients. Pride is taken with all of our projects, and we make a pointed effort to work with all trades to
ensure that each project is completed successfully.

Facilities & Capabilities
UNITED STRUCTURES OF AMERICA, INC. HAS FABRICATION FACILITIES
IN HOUSTON, TEXAS & PORTLAND, TENNESSEE.
Both facilities are of equal size and capability, and have the combined ability to fabricate 1600 tons per week.
While our primary focus is Pre-Engineered Metal Buildings (PEMB), our capabilities go far beyond. Buildings are
engineered and detailed individually in accordance with all applicable codes and contract requirements. We perform
all engineering and drafting services in-house with experienced and licensed personnel.
In addition to the metal building market, we provide engineering and drafting services for structural steel fabrication.
We integrate the sound principles of structural design with the speed and economics that built the metal building
industry. The blend of the two systems allows for great structures to be built safely, on time and in budget.
Using the strength of steel and countless prismatic shapes, we are able to design and fabricate without limitations.
Regardless of span, crane capacity or any other complex issue, we have the team it takes to perform. Come join
the USA team and let us help you design and build your next project.

United Structures of America, Inc.

METAL BUILDING MANUF ACTURERS ASSOCIA TION®

CONTACT US TODAY
FOR YOUR METAL
BUILDING NEEDS.

CORPORATE OFFICE & PLANT

TENNESSEE PLANT

1912 BUSCHONG

P.O. BOX 605

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77039

PORTLAND, TENNESSEE 377148

O: (281) 442-8247

O: (615) 325-7351

Engineering complete
metal building systems
from the ground up.
Designing and fabricating without limitations.

www.usabldg.com

WE BUILD GREAT
STRUCTURES
SAFELY, ON TIME &
IN BUDGET WITHOUT
LIMITATIONS.

The Right Design, The Right People
United Structures of America is a company with strength and knowledge to produce all types of projects.
Precision and quality is the key to how well a structure fits in the field. This is USA’s philosophy when selling,
engineering, detailing, fabricating and constructing our buildings. Couple this with a team of self-motivated,
driven and forward thinking employees that know how to get a project completed safely, on time and in budget.

It All Begins With
the Right Design
United Structures of America is an engineering
driven company with the strength for
projects atypical within the industry. USA is
an organization built on passion without
exception using sound engineering, detailing
and manufacturing principles as our foundation.
USA can design and detail all required steel in
house using the latest and most efficient needs
while coordinating with other design teams.
Design and detailing service is performed
in a 3-D environment, when required, allowing
USA to coordinate BIM models with Contractors,
Architects, MEP or any other trade.

SALES

We Are USA Strong

Industries We Serve

At USA, we understand that personalized service is key in

— CRANE BUILDINGS

developing and delivering a superior product. Listening and
responding to our customer’s wants, needs, and concerns
is the driving force behind USA. This is an indispensable
component in developing, refining, and completing any project.

— SPORTS FACILITIES
— HANGARS
— WORSHIP CENTERS
— SCHOOLS

We can help you select the right materials and the right design

— AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS

to maximize your profit potential all while considering space,

— POWER GENERATION

budget, or time constraints.

— COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
— STORAGE FACILITIES

Our sales team is the best in the industry. Our
District Managers strive to understand all of our
customer’s needs then communicate this design
to our inside staff for a smooth transition after
the order is placed. Our inside team will follow
the project from the time the order is placed
until the project is complete.

required, USA will design the project in a 3-D
modeling environment, working closely with
our engineers from the very beginning of the
project to assist other trades involved in the BIM
modeling process.

ENGINEERING

Capital improvements in equipment with new
technology provides the right design for efficient
production through our plants. We are without
limitations when it comes to our fabrication
capabilities. If a magnet can stick to it, we can
fabricate it!

Our engineers are engaged in a project from
the very beginning. They are trained to think
outside the box and to understand how
constructability can improve efficiencies in all
facets of the project.

DETAILING

FABRICATION

CONSTRUCTION

USA can detail all projects internally using the
latest and most efficient tools on the market. We
coordinate closely with architects, engineers,
and other design team members. When

Understanding the constructability of a project is
another design fundamental that makes a project
successful. USA considers this aspect of the
project from the bid process and throughout the
design, detailing, fabricating & shipping process.

— COMMUNITY BUILDINGS
— CONVENTIONAL STEEL STRUCTURES
SALES

WE PROVIDE
PERSONALIZED SERVICE
FOR OUR CLIENTS.

ENGINEERING

DETAILING

FABRICATION

CONSTRUCTION

